
      ecData 
 
Transition Survival Guide v4, 5/14/10 
 
This is a quick reference for some of the features of the new web-enabled ecData. 
 
Logging in 
 
Go to ecweb.uoregon.edu/eccares 
 

 
 
 
Where to get help 
 
If you ARE NOT sure this is a technical problem with ecData 
 
1) Reload the page. This will fix many CSS cache errors. 

 
2) Logout of ecData and quit Firefox. This will fix many session and javascript corruptions. 
 
3) Ask your data administrator. They can help determine if the issue is technical or 

something they can control. 
 
Data administrators: to determine if a problem is local, go to user settings and login as this 
user. If you can repeat the problem, then it’s probably an ecData issue. 
 
If you ARE sure this is a technical problem with ecData 
 
Report the problem using the ‘Report an error’ button at the bottom of each screen. Please 
describe the last few steps you took and what happened so we understand what happened. 
This is the best reporting method because it captures session data that we can use to 
diagnose the problem. 
 
Email ecWeb support ecweb@uoregon.edu . This is the second best method to report a 
problem - everyone on the development team sees these emails, so the right person knows 
about it fairly quickly. 
 
Call us at 541-346-0819. Two of our development team answer this line. This is a good way 
to report a problem when you would like someone to walk through it with you. 
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Firefox required 
 
Web browsers (e.g. Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer, Opera, etc) look similar, but can operate 
quite differently. Firefox is the most standards compliant browser available, and free from 
mozilla.com. 
 
A note about the Firefox Back, Forward and Reload buttons (top left of the Firefox window) 

 
The Reload button reloads the current page from the server. Most data entry changes 
show their effects immediately and you will not need to reload a page manually. If you 

work in multiple windows however, session variables (like the found set) are shared between 
windows, and changes in one would not show in the other until the page is reloaded. 

 
The Back and Forward buttons restore screens from your browser’s cache, which is 
how you last left the screen but may not be what’s on the server (if something 

changed since you left). This can be confusing and generally the navigation buttons in the 
ecData application will be more useful, but the Back button might be a handy way to get back 
to a menu or list (where you might not care to see changes), and if you can always use the 
Reload button to get the latest. 
 
A note about printing 
 
Clicking print only occasionally gives you a print dialog right away; in most cases it 
downloads a pdf file first. This file is saved in the Downloads directory (or other directory 
specified in Firefox’ Preferences). On Windows platforms, quitting Firefox empties the 
Downloads directory automatically; on Macintosh platforms, files in the Downloads directory 
are not deleted automatically. 
 
If you cannot open the pdf file, download and install Acrobat Reader from 
get.adobe.com/reader. 
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Simple and Complex Finds 
 
Clicking Find prepares you to construct a simple search – the criteria you type into fields is 
connected by the word ‘AND’. 

 
 
Clicking Show search panel allows you to construct OR conditions from your AND criteria. In 
the example below, the process creates two requests - the first for placement e and county 
pacific, the second for placement p and county pacific. Submitting executes a search for ((e 
and pacific) OR (p and pacific)). Searches can have as many criteria statements as needed. 
 

 
Search criteria can be saved, and you can set your default caseload to any saved criteria. 

Submit or Cancel your search 
On the registry screen you will see extra 
fields commonly used for finds 

Find children in Pacific County 
and  evaluation status 

1) Show the search panel to create OR conditions, or to Save your search 

2) Click the OR button (or the 
dup button) to create a new 
page, then anywhere on the 
page to enter OR criteria 
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You can use these operators in your search criteria. They all work in date and number fields, 
and ‘blank’ and ‘not’ also work in text fields. 
 

>  ,  gt greater than 
≥  ,  ge greater than or equal to 
<  ,  lt less than 
≤  ,  le less than or equal to 
to      for date or number ranges, e.g. 4/1/09 to 4/30/09 
blank for blank fields 
not     for inverse conditions 

 
With these you can search for referral date ‘7/1 to 7/31’. Or address warning ‘not blank’. Or 
if you want all kids who are not yet transition-to-kindergarten age, you can search age class 
for ‘e not tk’ (returns both ei and ecse omitting tk). 
 
Here are other tips for finding records: 
 

• use partial words. If you search for Jefferson Davis, there is less chance of mistyping 
than if you searched for Jef Dav. 

 
• when in Find mode, you can move to different screens to enter criteria. If you want to 

find currently served kids who were contacted about a parent survey, for example, you 
can find children who are placed p (registry screen) and also have a contact log entry 
that says ‘Parent Survey’. 

 
• in an improvement on the old Filemaker version of ecData, you can now find child 

records when in forms. 
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List management 
 
Click List Manager on the Main Menu to create your own lists and choose which show. 

 

Add and edit lists, and choose which to show on the menu 

Add columns to lists 
and choose their order 

Columns can be added 
more than once and 
limited in what they show 

1) Click a column heading to sort up or down 
 
2) Click another heading to make that column the primary sort 
and the previous column the secondary sort 

Export any list 
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Forms 
 

 

Click ‘Fill in’ to update the form with the latest from Registry 
screen. This happens automatically when a form for a child is 
opened the first time and after you apply a template 

English and English/Spanish 
forms share English fields 

Agency admin defines external 
links in agency settings 

Click Print to download 
the form in pdf format 
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IFSP forms 

 

Save file copies in pdf format on the server. 
This step is required to bill a medicaid service. 

How often is specific now 

Can add multiple start/stop dates 

Mark direct services 

Agency admin can 
add custom goal 
areas to droplist 

Can print this goal 
area, or all areas 
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Forms templates 
 
You can create individual templates for forms and the system will remember the last one used 
for each. 

 

Click Templates to show the templates panel 

Edit a template 

Can use the keywords $firstname, $kyear, $kdate, $5date, and $referralsource 
where you wish those values to be substituted. 
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Data sheets and Progress reports 

 
 

The progress report looks like the IFSP goal page, 
but with a summary paragraph and signature line 
 

Choose from several data sheet formats and legends 
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Medicaid billing support 
 
Providers enter medicaid billing entries on the service log screen. They see their own entries 
there, and those for assistants they supervise. 
 
The system validates billing entries for licensure (maintained in user settings by the agency 
admin or medicaid billing coordinator), omap authorization dates (entered on the consents 
screen), recommended service, cover sheet dates and frequency, provider and supervisor 
authorization, eligibility and more. Billing account numbers are assigned to entries based on 
whether the entry is for tcm, or if the child is contract, regional, school age, ecse, or ei. 
 

 

To bill, you must both recommend the cover 
sheet service and authorize the billing. 

Click add to make a billing entry, or 
you can duplicate a previous entry. 
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ODE reports 
 
Most of the information for ODE reports is taken from Registry and IFSP screens. The few 
fields that need special maintenance are on the ODE screen. 
 

 
 
 
Labels 
 
Export from the Address Labels list and go to avery.com 

 

The calculator hours per week fields 
are shared with the ifsp cover sheet 

1) Export and create 
labels at avery.com  

2) Choose which flags you want and click Submit. This will show all 
addresses in the found set that meet your criteria. In this case 
there was one record in the found set, with one Primary address 
and one Custody address. 
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Managing droplists 
 

 
 
 
Clone a child record 
 

 

Add an item to a droplist manually, or by 
choosing from values already in the field 

Usage count 

Clone graphic is a reminder that this is clone mode 

The clone link on the main menu opens the 
registry screen in a special find mode to search 
the system for a record 

Click ‘Clone this child’ to copy child record 
to your agency, or a menu link to cancel and 
leave clone mode 
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User preferences 
 

 

Autoentered on forms with signature blocks 

Admin 
Admin assistant 
Team leader 
Site coordinator 
Provider 
Guest 
Limited guest 

can add children and edit user and agency settings 
can edit all registry fields 
can edit registry provider fields 
can edit registry site fields 
can edit parent phone and email, and all forms 
can view but not edit 
can only view directory information 

Agency or Region 
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Immunization analysis 
 

 
 
 

Exemptions and Reports links 
are in the colorbar 

Add sites to show on report, and 
can restrict by District or Program 

Primary review summary 
and concerns reports 


